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This Secret Web Browser Trick Will Grab Your Visitors Back Right As They Try To Leave Your Web Site,

Boosting Sales By 327! Dear Internet Marketer, A few days ago, our software engineers stumbled upon a

devilishly tricky way to make our products sell like crazy. You see, last week I installed an advanced

tracking program on all our websites, and I discovered something truly shocking. I had been testing out

two different versions of one of our web pages, and I wanted to know wich one was making more sales.

When I looked at the statistics though, I was completely surprised to find out something far more

important than that -- most people werent even reading my page! And then it hit me: All this time I had

been fiddling around with what I was putting on my web page, but I hadnt even considered the possibility

that people werent even reading it. As you can see, I gathered data on 35,813 visits, so the information

here is prety accurate. The average amount of time that people spent on my site was less than 5 minutes,

and 71 of my visitors bounced (left my site without clicking on anything). Isnt that disappointing? I know I

was disappointed! But at the same time, I was excited, because I felt like I had found a big clue as to why

people werent purchasing from my site. After doing spending a few days doing in-depth research on

Google, I discovered that this is in fact better than most people do, too! I realized at this point that if I

wanted to really boost my sales, it didnt really matter what I put on my web page, since most people

werent even reading it. I could have paid $100,000 to have the worlds best marketing consultant write a

beautiful sales letter, but most of my visitors wouldnt even have seen it. I delved further into the statistics

to make sure, and, you guessed it -- the small percentage of people who were actually spending time on

my site were the ones who were buying, of course. I spent a long time trying to figure out what to do

about this. Ten seconds isnt even long enough for people to read just one sentence and process it
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enough to know if I have something they want to buy. So, obviously the answer had nothing to do with

what I wrote on the page. I thought about trying to get some really bizarre and attention-grabbing images

and animations, but I knew that this was a desperate, gimmicky last resort and it didnt feel right. There

had to be a way to grab those visitors back before they left my page! I mean, they came to my site, right?

They must have had some interest! There Used To Be A Solution, But It Was Killed By Consumers Not

too long ago, there actually was a solution to this problem, called the exit popup. Marketers had been

aware of the extreme value in grabbing people who were leaving their pages, and they figured out a way

to put a little computer program on their web pages that would pop up a small window with an ad in it

when people left their site. Youve probably seen these before, but there really arent much of them

anymore, because they worked too well! Nowadays, all major web browsers come with a feature built in

to them which automatically detects exit popups (and other kinds of popups) and blocks them before you

see them. Most people think that this is because they were simply too annoying. That may be true, but

thats not why everyone blocks them. Everyone blocks them because they work. See, the only reason that

people had to start blocking exit popups was because it got to a point where every site out there was

using them. And every site was using them because they worked so well. When I tell this to people, they

usually tell me that theres no way that exit popups worked, because they were so annoying. But, you see,

they worked precisely because they were annoying. People noticed them because they were annoying,

and because people noticed them, they actually read what they said. And because people read what they

said, the marketers behind the exit popups made billions. But, this doesnt help me or you, because due to

consumer demand, exit popups have been removed from the game completely! So, I started thinking, and

I set my software development team hard to work. How could I make a new technology, just as powerful

as exit popups, that could grab my visitors back before they left my site, and turn them into customers?

How Exit Grabber Increases Your Sales Rate Every Time I demanded that we develop something that

could grab visitors leaving my web pages just as well as exit popups (if not better), but not be annoying at

the same time. At first, I was told that it was impossible. Just a few days ago, however, we stumbled upon

a crazy little trick which is not annoying or obtrusive, yet it grabs your visitors back right before they leave

your website. We threw it up on one of our web sites and immediately experienced a 327 boost in sales,

practically over night. We dubbed it the Exit Grabber, because thats exactly what it does -- it grabs your

visitors back right before they exit your web site, and it gets them to buy. Heres how it works... In less



than 30 seconds, you download our quick and easy Exit Grabber software to your computer, which will

allow you to generate an unlimited number of exit grabbers that you can put on your web sites. In another

30 seconds, you create an exit grabber using our software, and place it on your website (requires no

programming experience). From that point forward, the exit grabber will sit on your website and analyze

your visitors browsing behavior using intelligent software to predict when they are about to leave your

website (not as they leave, but right when they are thinking about it). Right before they do, it will display a

message or a web page of your choice in a way that absolutely cannot be ignored, yet is completely

unobtrusive. Your exit grabber will catch everyone who leaves your site without buying, but will not be

displayed to anyone who stays on your site. So, youll be able to show something to everyone who wasnt

going to buy anyway, without disturbing the people who are going to. Since the exit grabber is not a

popup, if the visitors definitely wants to continue away and leave the site, they dont even have to close it.

It closes itself when people leave for good! So, they arent annoying at all. Once you have the attention of

the people who were going to leave your site, the real profit-pulling power of exit-grabbers begins. Ill

explain some of my own ideas about that in a moment, but before I do, let me explain to you why exit

grabbers are so much more powerful than anything else like it, including exit popups... Exit Grabbers Are

Not Popups, They Cannot Be Blocked, And They Are Not Obtrusive The first thing that I want to stress is

that exit grabbers are not popups. Popups have been out of the game for a long time now, since all major

browsers block them automatically. If you understand a little about web programming, youre probably

familiar with the fact that browsers are able to block exit popups by simply preventing your website from

doing anything once the visitors chooses to leave it. The reason that exit grabbers work, on the other

hand, is they actually use an intelligent algorithm to detect when people are about to leave your web

page, before they actually do. Then, at this point, they display an attention-grabbing message inside the

web browser (not in a new window). The visitors attention will be grabbed by this, and you can use the

opportunity to give them an enticing special offer, or get them to subscribe to your list, or to do whatever

you want! However, since our software detects when people are about to leave your page, it does not

interfere with them actually leaving it. We cannot release our method of determining that people are going

to leave the site, since it is proprietary technology and is crucial to our business model. All we can say

here is that it analyzes your visitors behavior intelligently, and that it works very well. And, because of the

way weve written Exit Grabber, they can never be blocked by anyones browser, since it is technically



impossible to block this type of program (unlike popups). There Are Unlimited Ways You Can Use Exit

Grabbers To Boost Your Profits Our testing has shown that grabbing peoples attention right when they

are about to leave your page works like crazy, especially because they arent expecting it. Once you have

their attention, the sky is the limit... * Give them a special offer - Your visitors were about to leave your

site, but right at that moment you make them an offer they cant refuse (maybe a discounted price, or an

added bonus if they order now, for instance). The excitement of not expecting to get something like that

right at that moment can have explosive results, and draw people right back into your website. * Get them

to subscribe to your newsletter - Most of your visitors probably are interested in what you have to say,

since they did visit your site initially. They may not have time to read your site now, but they likely will

subscribe to your newsletter on the way out. Many times, getting a newsletter subscriber can be more

valuable than a new sale, and this is one of the most poweful ways ot do it. * Offer them a free download -

Most people will take you up on a free download on the way out, even if they were too busy to read the

rest of your site. You can then collect their email address, and follow up with them later, or use your free

download to promote what youre selling. * Ask them why they are leaving - Maybe theres a reason why

people are leaving your site without buying. You can put a survey in your exit grabber to find out exactly

why people are leaving your site. The beauty of this is it will only ask the people who leave without

buying, and it will ask all the people who leave without buying, so youll get the full picture. * Link to your

other sites - Maybe your visitors didnt find what they wanted on your site just now, but they may be very

interested in other sites that you have. Theyre leaving to go to another site -- so catch them, and

recommend another one of yours! * Audio, Video, Flash, and the works - You can put anything in your

exit grabber that you can put on a regular web page. So, you can easily show your visitors a video, or

play them an audio file, right as theyre thinking about leaving. This can really multiply your sales rates. *

Much more - Its completely up to you what you want to put inside your exit grabber. So, the skys the limit

-- we just provide the tool to make it all happen. Exit Grabber Is Extremely Easy To Use And Youll Be Up

And Running In Seconds! When you order Exit Grabber, youll immediately be able to download our quick

and easy-to-use software program to your computer. It will instantly allow you to make an unlimited

number of exit grabbers which you can put on as many web sites as you want. It requires absolutely no

technological expertise to use, and youll be grabbing your visitors back in minutes... Just think of all the

people who stumble upon your website for a few seconds from an email or a search engine, and then



stumble away. You can now turn all of those visitors into sales! ///////////////////////////// buy exit grabber now

and you can get all of bonus here. -10 new One-Time Offer Templates with MRR -30+ order now graphic

button with MRR -3D optin templates with mrr banner buddy with MRR -Ecover Creator with resell rights
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